Let G be a graph with p vertices and q edges and let = 0,1,2, , .
edges. A labeling f G is a mappin ns elements of a graph to the set of numbers (usually to positive or non-negative integers). If the domain of the mapping is the set of vertices (the set of edges) then we call the labeling vertex labeling (edge labeling). The labels of the vertices induce labels of the edges. There are several types of labeling. A detailed survey of graph labeling can be found in [2] . A vertex labeling f is said to be difference labeling if it induces the label by a sequence of ept can be reduce a path, then T is called a T p tree (transformed tree) and such sequence is regarded as a composition of mappings (ept's) denoted by P, is called a parallel transformation of T. The path, the image of T under P is denoted as P(T).
A T p tree and a sequence of two ept's reducing it to a path are illustrated in Figure 1 [3] . A brief summary of definitions which are useful for the present study is given below. 
denotes the smallest integer r than or equal to
The concept of mean labeling was introduced by S. Somasundaram and R. Ponraj in [5] and further studied in [6] [7] [8] . A. Lourdusamy and M. Seenivasan introduced a vertex equitable labeling in [9] . In a vertex equitable labeling we use the labels 
  P oK , the graphs obta cating an arbitrary vertex and ined by dupli n arbitrary edge of a cycl , total ex equitable graphs. blish t a he e C f a n graph of P n , splitting graph of P n and fusion of two edges of a cycle C n are vert
In this paper, we esta vertex equitable labeling o T p -tree, n T  ere is a p -tree with even number o ces, the bistar
, , , n S x x x  and the crown 2 1 , . 
and the labels of the edges of the copy of G 1 are 1, 2, , 2n  and the labels of the edges of the copy of G 2 are 
ce, G is a verte table graph.
Theorem 2.3
T p -tree is quitable graph.
Proof. Let T be a T p -tree with n vertices. By the definition of a transformed tree there exists a parallel ansformation P of T such that for the path we have 1) 2) 
An example for the vertex equitable labeling of 5 , T K   is a vertex equitable labeling graph.
Let be any edge of T with let be th that deletes this edge ere t is the distance where T is a T -tree with 12 vertices is shown in Figure 3 . Let Since is an edge in the path it follows that which implies . Therefore i and j are of opposite parity.
The induced label of the edge is given by that c
be the vertices adjace v rent to u and   , 1 B n n  spectively. Now, has and 2 2 n  edges 2 3 n  vertices. Define
is a x equitable graph. 
